Obituary

Professor ANIL KUMAR DATTAGUPTA
(1924-1988)

The announcement of the sudden and untimely death of Professor A. K. Dattagupta, an eminent educationist, on 2nd April, 1988 due to cardiac failure was a sort of news for those who knew him found difficult to believe. For, Prof. Dattagupta was a man so active but calm and quiet, with such varied interests, that one did not associate any cessation of activities—let alone death—with him so early in life. In his passing away, world has lost another giant among pioneers who did yeoman service to echiuman biology.

Born in an educated family of the then East Bengal on October 30, 1924, he had his early education in Mymensing, Chittagong, Calcutta and Cooch Behar due to his father's transferable job. After passing Matriculation Examination in 1941 with first class marks and merit scholarship he joined Victoria College in Cooch Behar. But within a year he participated in Freedom Struggle Movement and as a result he had to leave the place and found shelter at Calcutta. Like others, Prof. Dattagupta had to face great sufferings in 1942 August Quit India Movement for Independence. Afterwards, he joined the University College of Science, Calcutta, from where he took his B. Sc. (Honours in Zoology) and M. Sc. (Zoology) degrees in 1945 and 1947, respectively.
As most of his family members were either teachers or physicians he chose the profession of a teacher. From 1948 to 1953 he served at the Maharaja's College in Orissa and City College at Calcutta. Receiving G. P. Ghosh (Lump) Scholarship of the Calcutta University in 1953 he joined the Imperial College in London for doctoral study. Before leaving for London he married a lady who was then a research scholar in the Zoology Department of the Calcutta University. At the Imperial College he worked on the insect toxicology and was awarded Ph. D. degree in 1956. There he took various courses in applied entomology and received the Diploma of the Imperial College. On returning from abroad he joined as a reader at the Birla College, Pilani (presently Birla Institute of Technology and Science—BITS) and soon became Professor and Head of the Department of Zoology. There he felt that knowledge of physical science is a must for a student of biology and vice versa. As a result, in the biological science course he introduced the relevant components from the sister discipline in 1964. In an Exchange Visitor's Programme between BITS and MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) he joined in the Biology Department of MIT in 1966. After returning to BITS in 1967 with fresh ideas he reoriented the biology programme of the Institute. He received responses from all corners—students, colleagues and administration and as a result Microbiology, General Biochemistry, Cytology, Genetics, Ecology and Instrumentation were common for the Zoology and Botany students. A Fresher Course in Biology was introduced in 1968 for Chemical and Electronics Engineering students and by 1971 this course was applicable to all students who joined the BITS. He served the BITS up to March, 1976, of which last 6 years as Dean of the Faculty of Sciences. Then he joined the Kurukshetra University as Professor and Head of the Department of Zoology and also shouldered the responsibilities as Dean of Sciences and Dean of Students’ Welfare until retirement. Here he inspired his students, colleagues and friends to write the observations on natural history in Hindi and as a result, Jeevanti, a natural history journal in Hindi came out in 1978 due to his initiative and this is being continued till-date. Prof. Dattagupta is to be well remembered for his valuable service he rendered for the development of the Biology Departments at BITS, Pilani and at Kurukshetra University, Kurukshetra. He is also well remembered by his students as a good teacher, doing good justice to the subjects he taught.

Besides his teaching capability, he was a dynamic worker in the field of research. Though he trained himself in the field of insect toxicology and other branches of entomology, yet today he is known as an echiuran
biologist in the world. Along with this, he started work on biology of
the rotifers during his later life. Incidentally, both the groups (Echiura
and Rotifera) receive less attention in the zoological realm. With
indefatigable energy and tireless work, he gave ample encouragement
and valuable guidance to his students that resulted in the publication
of over sixty useful research papers on diverse aspects and 27 students
obtained their doctoral degrees under his able supervision.

His studies on Echiura led him to travel widely in the Indian main-
land, and insular areas as well as abroad. Side by side he gained
experience in the field of biology, ecology taxonomy and morphology
of various invertebrate groups of animals. My first acquaintance with
Prof. Dattagupta dates back to 1970 when he participated in an Inter-
national Symposium on the Biology of Sipuncula and Echiura at Kotor,
Yugoslavia, sponsored by the Smithsonian Institution, Washington
and Marine Biological Station, Kotor. He presented his work on Indian
echiurans while the author on Indian sipunculans. He was the moderator
of one of the Sessions of the Echiuran Biology. He had been invited
as an author for the “Result of Biogas Missions” in the Bay of Biscay,
France in 1972 and his article on the deep sea adaptation of the bonel-
lids attracted the other workers. He regretted his missing the two
chances in the participation of the Atlantic Expedition Cruise of the
C. O. B., France, for some reasons which were beyond his control. He
visited some parts of Europe and the U. S. A. on academic ground in
1982 and 1983.

After his retirement from Kurukshetra University in January, 1985,
he joined as Scientist Emeritus of the C. S. I. R. first at Bhubaneswar
and later at the Zoological Survey of India, Calcutta, since 1986 until
death. Besides his own project on Indian echiurans, he was actively
engaged on the taxonomy of the deep sea echiurans of the Atlantic
and Pacific Oceans.

As a man he was very simple, generous and kind-hearted and parti-
cularly liked and helped diligent students. He had been a sportsman,
too, all along playing hockey, tennis and billiards. In his leisure time
he used to paint or play on his sitar.

To Mrs. Gitika Dattagupta and their daughter, Mrs. Swati Sen, we
extend our deep sympathy.
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